
8th-Grade Reading    
Vocabulary Journal: The Outsiders by S.E. Hinton 
 
Name: ________________________________         
 
(10 points for each word) 
 
 
DIRECTIONS (Complete on lined paper): 
 

1. WRITE the vocabulary word and how it is used in the 
book (part of speech) 

2. FIND the word in your book to check usage (how the word 
is used) and COPY the sentence in MLA-Format; if the sentence 
is long, use ellipses, but make sure that you show enough of the 
sentence to reveal usage and meaning. Page numbers are in 
(parentheses) for the hard cover edition. 

3. LOOK up the word using your lap top dictionary or iPad 
4. PROVIDE a SYNONYM and ANTONYM of the word: not all words will have both! 
5. WRITE your own creative sentence using the word and HIGHLIGHT it! 

 
 
EXAMPLE: 
 

1. sympathetic (adj) 
“…eyes that can be gentle and sympathetic one moment…” (8) 
Syn: caring    Ant: unfeeling 
I am sympathetic towards zombie’s who can’t find love. 
 
 
Chapter 1 

1. sympathetic (16) 
2. unfathomable (18) 
3. savvy (25) 

 

Chapter 2 
4. roguishly (30) 
5. incredulous (32) 
6. rebellious (42) 

 

Chapter 3 
7. aloofness (46) 
8. resignedly (52) 
9. to reckon (58) 

 
Chapter 4 

10. smoldering (63) 
11. unceasingly (64) 
12. apprehensive (67) 

13. gingerly (70) 
14. sheepish (73) 
15. premonition (75) 

 
Chapter 5 

16. gallant (84) 
17. hue (85) 
18. to elude (86) 
19. indignant (88) 

 
Chapter 6 

20. jolt (95) 
21. doggedly (96) 
22. bewilderment (96) 
23. conviction (97) 
24. hysterics (104) 

 



Chapter 7 
25. to recur (118) 
26. exploits (121) 
27. moral (121) 

 
Chapter 8 

28. ornery (132) 
 

Chapter 9 
29. menace (144) 
30. privileged (144) 
31. conformity (145) 
32. ruefully (147) 
33. contempt (150) 

 
Chapter 10 

34. stupor (158) 
35. bewildered (159) 
36. indignantly (167) 

 
Chapter 11 

37. pity (170) 
38. liable (173) 

 
Chapter 12 

39. to be acquitted (176) 
40. vacuum (181) 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
DUE DATES: 
Use this section to write due dates for each 
Vocabulary Journal Check. 
 
Check #1 Due: 
10/7  
 
Check #2 Due: 
10/14 
 
Check #3 Due: 
____________________________
____________________________ 
 
Check #4 Due: 
____________________________
____________________________ 
 
 


